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Abstract. This paper presents a specification of the hybrid ERTM-
S/ETCS level 3 standard in the framework of the case study proposed
for the 6th edition of the ABZ conference. The specification is based on
the method and tools, developed in the ANR FORMOSE project, for the
modeling and formal verification of critical and complex system require-
ments. The requirements are specified with SysML/KAOS goal diagrams
and are automatically translated into B System specifications, in order
to obtain the architecture of the formal specification. Domain proper-
ties are specified by ontologies with the SysML/KAOS domain modeling
language, based on OWL and PLIB. Their automatic translation com-
pletes the structural part of the formal specification. The only part of the
specification, which must be manually completed, is the body of events.
The construction is incremental, based on the refinement mechanisms
existing within the involved methods. The formal specification of the
case study is composed of seven refinement levels and all the proofs have
been discharged with the Rodin prover.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we are interested in using the FORMOSE approach [2] on the case
study proposed for the 6th edition of the ABZ conference [7]. This case study
deals with the specification of the hybrid ERTMS/ETCS level 3 standard [5,12].
The case study is described in two main documents. The first one, [7], describes
the hybrid ERTMS/ETCS level 3 protocol in a general way and restricts the
scope of the study. The second one, [5], offers a technical and detailed description
of the protocol specification. It provides the safety requirements that the system
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must guarantee. The FORMOSE method includes the SysML/KAOS require-
ments engineering language [6,10] for modeling requirements with goal diagrams.
Domain properties are modeled with ontologies, using the SysML/KAOS domain
modeling language [18,16]. Once done, translation rules [11,19,17], supported by
tools [11,19], allow the automatic generation of the B system specification. The
goal diagrams give the set of B System components, each goal gives an event.
As the refinement links defined between these components have to represent the
SysML/KAOS refinements, new proof obligations are generated. The domain
model gives the structural part of the specification. It consists of variables, con-
strained by an invariant, and constants, constrained by properties. The Rodin
tool [3] has been used to verify and validate the formal specification, especially to
prove the safety invariants and the refinement logic. The complete specification
can be found in [19].

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly de-
scribes the B System formal method, the SysML/KAOS goal and domain mod-
eling languages and the rules for obtaining the B System specifications. Follows
a presentation, in Section 3, of the work done on the case study and in Section
4, of the discussion related to it. The discussion includes a short comparison
with a companion paper on the same case study, but specified using only plain
Event-B. Finally, Section 5 reports our conclusions.

2 Context

2.1 B System

Event-B is an industrial-strength formal method for system modeling [1]. It is
used to incrementally construct a system specification, using refinement, and to
prove properties. Proof obligations are defined to prove invariant preservation
by events (invariant has to be true at any system state), event feasibility, con-
vergence and machine refinement [1]. B System is an Event-B syntactic variant
proposed by ClearSy, an industrial partner in the FORMOSE project [2], and
supported by Atelier B [4]. A B System specification consists of components.
Each component can be either a system or a refinement and it may define static
or dynamic elements. Constants, abstract and enumerated sets, and their prop-
erties, constitute the static part. The dynamic part includes the representation
of the system state using variables constrained through invariants and updated
through events. Each event has a guard and an action . The guard is a condi-
tion that must be satisfied for the event to be triggered and the action describes
the update of state variables. Although it is advisable to always isolate the static
and dynamic parts of the B System formal model, it is possible to define the
two parts within the same component. In the following sections, our B System
models will be presented using this facility.

2.2 SysML/KAOS Goal Modeling

SysML/KAOS [6,10] is a requirements engineering method which extends the
SysML UML profile with a set of concepts from KAOS [8] allowing to represent
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functional and non-functional requirements.It combines the traceability features
provided by SysML with goal expressiveness provided by KAOS. SysML/KAOS
goal models allow the representation of requirements to be satisfied by the system
and of expectations with regard to the environment through a goal hierarchy. The
hierarchy is built through a succession of refinements using different operators:
AND , OR and MILESTONE . An AND refinement decomposes a goal
into subgoals, and all of them must be achieved to realise the parent goal. An
OR refinement decomposes a goal into subgoals such that the achievement
of only one of them is sufficient for the accomplishment of the parent goal. A
MILESTONE refinement is a variant of the AND refinement which allows
the definition of an achievement order between goals. A SysML/KAOS goal
can be functional or non-functional. The scope of this document is limited to
functional goals. A functional goal describes the expected behaviour of the system
once a certain condition holds [10] : [if CurrentCondition then] sooner-or-
later TargetCondition. SysML/KAOS allows the definition of a functional goal
without specifying a current condition. In this case, the expected behaviour can
be observed from any system state.

2.3 Formalisation of SysML/KAOS Goal Models

The formalisation of SysML/KAOS goal models is the focus of the work done
by [11]. The proposed rules allow the generation of a formal model whose struc-
ture reflects the hierarchy of the SysML/KAOS goal diagram : one component
is associated with each hierarchy level; this component defines one event for
each goal. The semantics of refinement links between goals is expressed in the
formal specification with a set of proof obligations which complement the stan-
dard proof obligations for invariant preservation and for event actions feasibility
[1]. Regarding the new proof obligations, they depend on the goal refinement
operator used. For an abstract goal G and two concrete goals G1 and G2 : 4

– For the AND operator, the proof obligations are
• G1 Guard⇒ G Guard • G2 Guard⇒ G Guard
• (G1 Post ∧G2 Post)⇒ G Post

– For the OR operator, they are
• G1 Guard⇒ G Guard • G2 Guard⇒ G Guard
• G1 Post⇒ G Post • G2 Post⇒ G Post
• G1 Post⇒ ¬G2 Guard • G2 Post⇒ ¬G1 Guard

– For the MILESTONE operator, they are
• G1 Guard⇒ G Guard • G2 Post⇒ G Post
• �(G1 Post ⇒ ♦G2 Guard) (each system state, corresponding to the

post condition of G 1, must be followed, at least once in the future, by
a system state enabling G 2)

Nevertheless, the generated specification does not contain the system struc-
ture, composed of variables, constrained by an invariant, and constants, con-
strained by properties.
4 For an event G, G Guard represents the guards of G and G Post represents the post
condition of its actions.
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2.4 SysML/KAOS Domain Modeling

The SysML/KAOS domain modeling language [18,16] uses ontologies to repre-
sent domain models. It is based on OWL [15] and PLIB [14], two well-known
ontology modeling languages. Each domain model corresponds to a refinement
level in the SysML/KAOS goal model. The parent association represents the
hierarchy of domain models. A domain model can define multiple elements. For
this case study, a domain model can define concepts, attributes, datasets and
predicates. A concept represents a collection of individuals with common prop-
erties. It can be declared variable (isV ariable = TRUE ) when the set of its
individuals can be dynamically updated by adding or deleting individuals. Oth-
erwise, it is constant (isV ariable = FALSE). A data set represents a collection
of data values. An attribute captures links between concepts and data sets. It
can be variable or constant, functional or total. A predicate expresses constraints
between domain model elements, using the first order logic. Each predicate has a
body which represents its antecedent and a head which represents its consequent.
The head can be omitted if it is always TRUE. Gluing invariants represent links
between variables defined within a domain model and those appearing in more
abstract domain models. They are extremely important because they capture re-
lationships between abstract and concrete data during refinement and are used
to discharge proof obligations.

2.5 From SysML/KAOS Domain Models to B System Specifications

The translation rules are fully described in [19,17]. They allow the extraction
of the structural part of the system formal specification from domain models.
Table 1 represents some rules that are relevant for our purposes. It should be
noted that o x designates the result of the translation of x and that abstract is
used for "without parent".

Table 1: Summary of the translation rules

Domain Model B System
Element Constraint Element Constraint

Abstract
domain
model

DM DM ∈ DomainModel
DM is not associated to a parent domain
model

o DM o DM ∈ System

Domain
model with
parent

DM
PDM

{DM,PDM} ⊆ DomainModel
DM is associated to PDM through the
parent association
PDM has already been translated

o DM o DM ∈ Refinement
o DM refines o PDM

Abstract
concept

CO CO ∈ Concept
CO is not associated to a parent concept

o CO o CO ∈ AbstractSet

Attribute AT CO
DS

CO ∈ Concept
DS ∈ DataSet
AT ∈ Attribute
CO is the domain of AT
DS is the range of AT
CO and DS have already been translated

o AT IF the isVariable property
of AT is set to FALSE

THEN o AT ∈ Constant
ELSE o AT ∈ Variable
END
o AT ∈ o CO ↔ o DS5

Data value Dva DS Dva ∈ DataValue DS ∈ DataSet
Dva is a value of DS
DS has already been translated

o Dva o Dva ∈ Constant
o Dva ∈ o DS

5 Depending on attribute properties, this relation may become a partial or total function.
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3 Specification of the Hybrid ERTMS/ETCS Level 3
Standard

3.1 Main Characteristics of the Standard

The Hybrid ERTMS/ETCS level 3 protocol (HEEL3) has been proposed to opti-
mize the use and occupation of railways [7,5,12]. It thus proposes the division of
the track into separate entities, each named Trackside Train Detection (TTD).
In addition, each TTD is subdivided into sub-entities called Virtual Sub-Sections
(VSS). A TTD has two possible states: free and occupied with a safety invariant
stating that if a train is located on a TTD, then the state of the TTD must be set
to occupied. In addition to these two states, a VSS may have the unknown or the
ambiguous state. The ambiguous state is used when the information available
to the system suggest that two trains are potentially present on the VSS. The
unknown state is used when the system can guarantee neither the presence nor
the absence of a train on the VSS. For an optimal safety, Movement Authorities
(MA) are evaluated and assigned to each connected train. The MA of a train des-
ignates a portion of the track on which it is guaranteed to move safely. ERTMS
(European Rail Traffic Management System) designates a protocol and a set of
tools that allow a train to know and report its position. Similarly, TIMS (Train
Integrity Monitoring System) designates the component that allows a train to
know and report its integrity and its size. HEEL3 considers three train cate-
gories : those equipped with ERTMS and TIMS called INTEGER; those that
are just equipped with a ERTMS which allows them to broadcast their position
(connected trains); and finally, those that are equipped neither with a ERTMS
nor with a TIMS called unconnected trains.
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Figure 3 – Different capacity exploitation depending on the 
presence of the ERTMS on-board and TIMS.

If the capacity benefits of Level 3 are to be realised in situations 
where there is a mixed fleet of trains operating (i.e. some trains 
are fitted with ERTMS, TIMS and others are not) consideration will 
need to be given to optimising the timetable for these different 
train types.

Because the timing and spatial accuracy of the trackside train 
detection and ERTMS train position vary considerably, two 
additional internal VSS states are introduced: ‘ambiguous’ 
and ‘unknown’. These statuses will be reported to the external 
systems (e.g. the Traffic Management System) as ‘occupied,’ and 
so no new requirements or operational procedures are needed 
for such systems. The trackside train detection occupancy 
information is used only as an input for the VSS status.

This is the enabler for using existing systems with this concept.

The different VSS state transitions, as shown in Figure 4, are 
defined based on reported train information and trackside 
information which is explained in more detail in the General 
Principles Level 3 VSS [R6]. For instance the transition from 
‘occupied’ to ‘free’ takes place if an integer train reports it has 
left this VSS. Another example is the transition from ‘occupied’ 
to ‘ambiguous’. This happens when a train loses its integrity or 
does not report integrity. VSS sections left by a non-integer train 
in an ambiguous VSS section will become ‘unknown’ until the 
underlying trackside train detection reports unoccupied.

protection against non-reporting trains
To protect against undetected movement of non-reporting trains, 
the VSS sections on which the train is located when disconnection 
is detected by the trackside are set to ‘unknown’. To enable the 
train to still use its Movement Authority (MA) completely, all the 
VSS in advance of the last train location which are part of the 

Figure 4 – VSS section state diagram.

MA sent to that train need also to be set to ‘unknown’ if the 
underlying trackside train detection reports ‘occupied’.

As the train may move after the disconnection of the radio link 
without the trackside being aware of the movement, the status 
‘unknown’ is propagated after a specified time on to adjacent 
VSS, forward and backward, until either a free trackside train 
detection section or another train is reached. On reconnection of 
the same train with an unchanged length, the VSS statuses can 
be restored to allow continuation of its journey. The propagation 
time can be configured to be location and direction specific. 
This means the system can take into account conditions where 
changing direction and opposing movements are required. This 
is illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5 – Propagation of ‘unknown’ after disconnection during mission.

Fig. 1. Overview of the dependence between the capacity exploitation and the presence
of ERTMS and TIMS [12]

Figure 1 is an overview of the influence of the presence of ERTMS and TIMS
on the track capacity exploitation [12]. A TIMS train (INTEGER) is considered
to occupy a whole VSS. A non-TIMS train (connected train) is considered to
occupy all the VSSs from its front to the end of the TTD section where it is
located. Finally, a non-ERTMS train (unconnected train) is considered to occupy
the whole TTD section where the system guess it is.
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Fig. 2. The SysML/KAOS goal diagram

3.2 The Goal Diagram

The SysML/KAOS requirements engineering method allows the progressive con-
struction of system requirements from refinements of stakeholder needs. Thus,
even if the management of VSSs is the purpose of the case study, we need to
put it into perspective with more abstract objectives that will explain what
VSSs are useful for. Figure 2 is an excerpt from the SysML/KAOS functional
goal diagram focused on the main system purpose : move trains on the track
(MoveTrainOnTrack). To achieve it, the system must ensures that the train has
a valid MA (ComputeTrainMA). If the MA has been recomputed, then the sys-
tem must assign the new MA to the train (AssignMAtoTrain). Finally, the train
has to move following its assigned MA (MoveTrainFollowingItsMA). The sec-
ond refinement level of the SysML/KAOS goal diagram focuses on the infor-
mations needed to determine the MA of a train : the MA computation can
be based only on TTD states (ComputeTrainMAFollowingTTDStates) or fol-
lowing VSS states (ComputeTrainMAFollowingVSSStates) [5]. When the com-
putation is only based on TTD states, it corresponds to the ERTMS/ETCS
Level 2 protocol. When VSS states are involved, it corresponds to the ERTM-
S/ETCS Level 3 protocol. The MA computation based on VSS states requires
the update of the states of VSSs (ComputeVSSStates) and the computation
of the MA (ComputeTrainMAUsingVSSStates). Finally, depending on the type
of the ERTMS/ETCS level 3 implementation, it is possible to use or not the
TTD states when computing the VSS states (table 1 of [12]). If TTD states
are not required (virtual (without train detection) level 3 type), it corresponds
to ComputeVSSStateswoTTDStates, with the disadvantage of only allowing the
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circulation of trains equipped with TIMS. If TTD states are used (hybrid level
3 type), it corresponds to ComputeVSSStatesFollowingTTDStates.

 

Fig. 3. SysML/KAOS goal diagram of the VSS state computation purposes

Figure 3 is an excerpt from the SysML/KAOS functional goal diagram fo-
cused on the purpose of VSS state computation with the use of TTD states
(ComputeVSSStatesFollowingTTDStates). The computation of the current VSS
states can be splitted into the determination of the current states of VSSs pre-
viously in the unknown state (ComputeStatesOfVSSinUnknownState), in the
occupied state (ComputeStatesOfVSSinOccupiedState), in the ambiguous state
(ComputeStatesOfVSSinAmbiguousState) and in the free state (ComputeStates-
OfVSSinFreeState) (Figure 7 of [5]). The last refinement level is focused on
VSSs previously in the free state. Its goals come from the requirements of the
transition #1A of Table 2 of [5]. When the TTD is free, then the VSSs remain
free (ComputeStatesOfVSSinFreeStateWhenTTDisFree). When the TTD is oc-
cupied and no train is located on it or no MA is issued, then the VSSs move in the
unknown state (ComputeStatesOfVSSinFreeStateWhenTTDisOccupiedandNoTrain-
isLocatedonTTD, ComputeStatesOfVSSinFreeStateWhenTTDisOccupiedandNoMA-
isIssued). The other transitions are the purpose of ComputeStatesOfVSSinFree-
StateWhenTTDisOccupiedandTrainisLocatedandMAisIssued.

The rest of this section consists of a presentation of the SysML/KAOS do-
main models associated with the most relevant refinement levels of the goal dia-
grams and of a description of the B System specifications obtained from goals and
ontologies. From the goal model, we distinguish seven refinement levels which
are translated into seven B System components. The formal specification has
been verified using Rodin [3], an industrial-strength tool supporting the Event-B
method [1]. We have in particular discharged all the proof obligations associated
with the safety invariants that we have identified and with the SysML/KAOS
refinement operators that appear in the goal diagram. For the sake of concision,
we will present here only the first three refinement levels. The full specification
can be found in [19].
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3.3 The Root Level

domain model ertms_etcs_case_study {
concepts:

concept TRAIN is variable: false
attributes:

attribute connectedTrain domain: Train range: BOOL {
is variable: true is functional: true is total: false

}
attribute front domain: dom(connectedTrain) range: TRACK {

is variable: true is functional: true is total: true
}
attribute rear domain: dom(connectedTrain) range: TRACK {

is variable: true is functional: true is total: false
}

data sets:
custom data set TRACK

data values:
data value a type: NATURAL
data value b type: NATURAL

predicates:
p0.1: a<b p0.2: TRACK=a..b
p0.3: !tr. (tr : dom(rear) => rear(tr) < front(tr))

}

Fig. 4. SysML/KAOS domain modeling of the goal diagram root level

Figure 4 represents the domain model associated with the root level of the
SysML/KAOS goal diagram of Figure 2. The concept TRAIN models the set of
trains. The attribute connectedTrainmodels the subset of TRAIN that broadcast
their location at least once and for each, the current connection status. The
attribute front models the estimated position of the front of each connected
train. For each connected train equipped with a TIMS, the attribute rearmodels
the estimated position of its rear6. Thus, dom(front)\dom(rear) represents the
set of trains equipped with a ERTMS and not equipped with a TIMS. Predicates
represent constraints on domain model elements. Each predicate is prefixed with
an identifier. For example, the predicate p0.2 defines TRACK as the data range
a..b.

Figure 5 represents the B System model obtained from the translation of the
root level of the goal diagram of Figure 2 and of the associated domain model
of Figure 4. The domain model gives rise to sets, constants, properties, variables
and invariants of the formal specification. Predicates involving variables give
rise to invariants and the others to properties. The isFunctional and isTotal
characteristics of attributes, are used to guess if an attribute should be translated
into a partial or total function. The root goal is translated into an event for which
the body has been manually specified: the movement of a connected train (grd1)
results in the incrementation of the position of its front (act1) and its rear (act2
in the case of an INTEGER train) of the value corresponding to the movement.
Of course, the movement can only be done if the train stays on the track (grd3).
6 the rear is deduced from the front and length of the train, since a train equipped
with a TIMS broadcast its length and its integrity
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SYSTEM ertms etcs case study
SETS TRAIN
CONSTANTS a b TRACK
PROPERTIES

axm1: a ∈ N axm2: b ∈ N p0.1: a < b
p0.2: TRACK = a . . b

VARIABLES connectedTrain front rear
INVARIANT

inv1: connectedTrain ∈ TRAIN 7→ BOOL
inv2: front ∈

dom(connectedTrain)→ TRACK
inv3: rear ∈

dom(connectedTrain) 7→ TRACK

p0.3: ∀tr·(tr ∈ dom(rear)
⇒ rear(tr) < front(tr))

Event MoveTrainOnTrack =̂
any tr len
where

grd1: tr ∈ connectedTrain−1[{TRUE}]
grd2: len ∈ N1

grd3: front(tr) + len ∈ TRACK
then
act1: front(tr) := front(tr) + len
act2: rear := ({TRUE 7→ rear �− {tr 7→
rear(tr) + len}, FALSE 7→ rear
})(bool(tr ∈ dom(rear)))

END END

Fig. 5. B System specification of the root level of the goal diagram of Figure 2

3.4 The First Refinement Level

domain model ertms_etcs_case_study_ref_1 parent domain model ertms_etcs_case_study {
attributes:

attribute MA domain: dom(connectedTrain) range: POW(TRACK) {
is variable: true is functional: true is total: false

}
predicates:

p1.1: !tr. (tr : dom(MA) => #p,q.(p..q<:TRACK & p<=q & MA(tr)=p..q)))
p1.2: !tr. (tr : dom(MA) => (front(tr) : MA(tr)))
p1.3: !tr. (tr : dom(rear) & tr : dom(MA) => rear(tr) : MA(tr))
p1.4: !tr1,tr2. ((tr1 : dom(MA) & tr2 : dom(MA) & tr1 /=

tr2)=>MA(tr1) /\ MA(tr2)={})
}

Fig. 6. SysML/KAOS domain modeling of the goal diagram first refinement level

Figure 6 represents the domain model associated with the first refinement level
of the SysML/KAOS goal diagram of Figure 2. It refines the one associated
with the root level and introduces an attribute named MA representing the MA
assigned to a connected train. The MA of a train is modeled as a contiguous part
of the track (p1.1), containing the train (p1.2 and p1.3). Finally, the predicate
p1.4 asserts that the MA assigned to two different trains must be disjoint. The
predicates p1.2 and p1.3 are gluing invariants, linking the concrete variable MA
with the abstract variables front and rear.

Figure 7 represents the B System model obtained from the translation of
the first refinement level of the goal diagram of Figure 2 and of the associated
domain model of Figure 6. Each refinement level goal is translated into an event
for which the body has been manually specified : the current MA of the train
is computed and stored into a variable named MAtemp (event ComputeTrainMA).
Because the computation of the MA is out of the scope of the case study [7],
the event simply nondeterministically choose an MA, with respect to the safety
invariants. This MA is then assigned to the train by updating the variable MA
(event AssignMAtoTrain) and taken into account for the train displacement
(event MoveTrainFollowingItsMA). Theorems s1, s2, s3 and s4 represent the
proof obligations related to the usage of the MILESTONE operator between
the root and the first refinement levels. Since each proof obligation has been
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REFINEMENT ertms etcs case study ref 1
REFINES ertms etcs case study
VARIABLES connectedTrain front rear MA
MAtemp
INVARIANT

inv1: MA ∈
dom(connectedTrain) 7→ P (TRACK)

p1.1: ∀tr·(tr ∈ dom(MA)⇒ (∃p, q·(p . . q
⊆ TRACK ∧ p ≤ q ∧MA(tr) = p . . q)))

p1.2: ∀tr·(tr ∈ dom(MA)⇒
front(tr) ∈MA(tr))

p1.3: ∀tr·(tr ∈ dom(rear) ∩ dom(MA)⇒
rear(tr) ∈MA(tr))

p1.4: ∀tr1, tr2·(({tr1, tr2} ⊆ dom(MA) ∧
tr1 6= tr2)⇒MA(tr1) ∩MA(tr2) = ∅)

inv6: MAtemp ∈
dom(connectedTrain) 7→ P (TRACK)

inv7: ∀tr·(tr ∈ dom(MAtemp)⇒ (∃p, q·(
p. .q ⊆ TRACK∧p ≤ q∧MAtemp(tr) = p. .q)))

theorem s1: ComputeTrainMA Guard
⇒MoveTrainOnTrack Guard

theorem s2: ComputeTrainMA Post
⇒ AssignMAtoTrain Guard

theorem s3: AssignMAtoTrain Post
⇒MoveTrainFollowingItsMA Guard

theorem s4: MoveTrainFollowingIts-
MA Post⇒MoveTrainOnTrack Post

Event
ComputeTrainMA =̂

any tr p q len
where

grd1: tr ∈ connectedTrain−1[{TRUE}]
grd2: p . . q ⊆ TRACK ∧ p ≤ q
grd3: front(tr) ∈ p . . q

grd4: tr ∈ dom(rear)⇒ rear(tr) ∈ p . . q
grd5: p . . q ∩ union(ran({tr}�−MA)) = ∅
grd6: len ∈ N1

grd7: front(tr) + len ∈ TRACK
then
act1: MAtemp(tr) := p . . q

END

AssignMAtoTrain =̂
any tr len
where

grd1: tr ∈ connectedTrain−1[{TRUE}]
∩ dom(MAtemp)
• • •
grd6: front(tr) + len ∈MAtemp(tr)

then
act1: MA(tr) := MAtemp(tr)

END

MoveTrainFollowingItsMA =̂
any tr len
where

grd1: tr ∈ connectedTrain−1[{TRUE}]
∩ dom(MA)

grd2: len ∈ N1

grd3: front(tr) + len ∈MA(tr)
then
act1: front(tr) := front(tr) + len
act2: rear := ({TRUE 7→ rear �− {tr 7→

rear(tr) + len}, FALSE 7→ rear
})(bool(tr ∈ dom(rear)))

END
END

Fig. 7. B System specification of the first refinement level of the diagram of Figure 2

modeled as an Event-B theorem, it has been proved based on system properties
and invariants. To deal with the fact that Event-B does not currently support
the temporal logic, we have used the proof obligation G1 Post⇒ G2 Guard for
the invariants s2 and s3, instead of �(G1 Post⇒ ♦G2 Guard) (Sect. 2.3), since
(G1 Post⇒ G2 Guard)⇒ (�(G1 Post⇒ ♦G2 Guard)). The full specification
of s1 is given below:
theorem s1: ∀tr, p, q, len·(((tr ∈ connectedTrain−1[{TRUE}]) ∧ (p . . q ⊆ TRACK ∧ p ≤
q) ∧(front(tr) ∈ p. .q) ∧(tr ∈ dom(rear)⇒rear(tr) ∈ p. .q) ∧(p. .q∩union(ran({tr}�−MA)) =

∅) ∧ (len ∈ N1) ∧ (front(tr)+ len ∈ TRACK) )⇒ ( (tr ∈ connectedTrain−1[{TRUE}]) ∧ (len ∈
N1) ∧ (front(tr) + len ∈ TRACK) ))

It expresses the fact that the activation of the guard of ComputeTrainMA for cer-
tain parameters is sufficient for the activation of the guard of MoveTrainOnTrack
for this same group of parameters.

3.5 The Second Refinement Level

Figure 8 represents the domain model associated with the second refinement
level of the diagram of Figure 2. It refines the one associated with the first
refinement level and introduces two concepts named TTD and VSS. The at-
tributes stateTTD and stateVSS represent the states of the corresponding con-
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domain model ertms_etcs_case_study_ref_2 parent domain model ertms_etcs_case_study_ref_1 {
concepts:

concept TTD is variable: false concept VSS is variable: false
attributes:

attribute stateTTD domain: TTD range: TTD_STATES {
is variable: true is functional: true is total: true

}
attribute stateVSS domain: VSS range: VSS_STATES {

is variable: true is functional: true is total: true
}

data sets:
enumerated data set VSS_STATES {

elements :
data value OCCUPIED data value FREE
data value UNKNOWN data value AMBIGUOUS

}
enumerated data set TTD_STATES {

elements : data value OCCUPIED data value FREE
}

predicates:
p2.1: TTD <: POW1(TRACK)
p2.2: union(TTD) = TRACK
p2.3: inter(TTD) = {}
p2.4: !ttd. (ttd : TTD => #p,q.(p..q<:TRACK & p<q & ttd=p..q)))
p2.5: VSS <: POW1(TRACK)
p2.6: union(VSS) = TRACK
p2.7: inter(VSS) = {}
p2.8: !vss. (vss : VSS => #p,q,ttd.(ttd : TTD & p..q<:ttd & p<q & vss=p..q)))
p2.9: !ttd,tr. ( tr : dom(front) \ dom(rear) & ttd : TTD & front(tr) : ttd)

=> (( ttd |-> OCCUPIED ) : stateTTD)
p2.10: !ttd,tr. (tr : dom(rear) & ttd : TTD & (rear(tr)..front(tr))/\ttd /= {})

=> (( ttd |-> OCCUPIED ) : stateTTD)
p2.11: !tr1,tr2. (tr1 : dom(rear) & tr2 : dom(rear) & tr1 /= tr2)

=> ( (rear(tr1)..front(tr1))/\(rear(tr2)..front(tr2))={})
p2.12: !tr1,tr2,ttd.(tr1 : dom(rear) & tr2 : dom(front)\dom(rear) & tr1 /= tr2

& ttd : TTD & front(tr2) : ttd & rear(tr1)..front(tr1))/\ttd /= {})
=> ( front(tr2)<rear(tr1))

p2.13: !tr1,tr2,ttd. ( tr1 : dom(front)\dom(rear) & tr2 : dom(front)\dom(rear)
&tr1 /= tr2 & ttd : TTD & front(tr1) : ttd) => ( front(tr2) /: ttd)

}

Fig. 8. SysML/KAOS domain modeling of the goal diagram second refinement level

cepts. The predicates p2.1..p2.8 define each TTD as a contiguous part of
the track and each VSS as a contiguous part of a TTD. The predicates p2.9
and p2.10 are used to state that if a train is located on a TTD, then its
state must be occupied: a train tr ∈ TRAIN is located on ttd ∈ TTD if
front(tr) ∈ ttd (p2.9) or if tr is equipped with a TIMS (tr ∈ dom(rear)) and
(rear(tr)..front(tr)) ∩ ttd 6= ∅ (p2.10). Finally, the predicates p2.11..p2.13
states that two different trains must be in disjoint parts of the track: for two
trains tr1 and tr2, if they are equipped with TIMS, then the track portions
that they occupy should just be disjointed (p2.11); if they are on the same
TTD and one of them, ( tr2), is not equipped with a TIMS, then, the second,
( tr1), must be equipped with a TIMS and tr2 must be in the rear of tr1
(p2.12); if none of them is an INTEGER train, then they must be in two dis-
tincts TTDs (p2.13). The predicates p2.9 and p2.10 are gluing invariants, link-
ing the concrete variable stateTTD with the abstract variables front and rear.
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The B System specification raised from the translation of the second refinement
level includes the result of the translation of the domain model of Figure 8,
two new events (ComputeTrainMAFollowingTTDStates, ComputeTrainMAFol-
lowingVSSStates), an extension of the event MoveTrainFollowingItsMA tak-
ing into account the new safety invariants and the theorems representing the
proof obligations related to the usage of the OR operator between the first and
second refinement levels.

4 Discussion

Benefits This case study allowed us to benefit from the advantages of a high-
level modeling approach within the framework of the formal specification of the
hybrid ERTMS/ETCS level 3 requirements : decoupling between formal speci-
fication handling difficulties and system modeling; better reusability and read-
ability of models; strong traceability between the system formal specification
and the goal model, which is an abstraction of the case study description. Using
the FORMOSE approach, we have quickly build the refinement hierarchy of the
system and we have determined and formally expressed the safety invariants.
The approach bridges the gap between the system textual description and its
formal specification. Its use has made it possible to better present the specifica-
tions, excluding predicates, to stakeholders and to better delineate the system
boundaries. Using Rodin [3], we have formally verified and validated the safety
invariants and the goal diagram refinement hierarchy. Through proB, we have
animated the formal model. The full specification can be found in [19]. One con-
clusion of our work is that the description of the standard, as it exists in the
documents [7,5,12], does not guarantee the absence of train collisions. Indeed,
since the standard allows the movement of unconnected trains on the track,
nothing is specified to guarantee that an unconnected train will not hit another
train (connected or not). The animation of the specification allows the observa-
tion of these states. The only guarantee that the safety invariants expressed in
[7,5,12] bring is that a connected train will never hit another train.

Comparison We have also specified in a companion paper [9] the case study
using plain Event-B, in the traditional style. Two distinct specifiers (first author
of [9] and first author of this paper) wrote each specification without interact-
ing with each other during specification construction. Critical reviewing by the
team was then conducted after the specifications were built. The specification
in [9] includes four refinement levels. The TTDs and trains are introduced in
the root level and the VSSs are introduced in the second refinement level, as
refinements of TTDs. The MAs and VSS states are introduced in the third re-
finement level (M3), for train movement supervision. A strategy is proposed to
prove the determinism of the transitions of VSS states. The state variables of [9]
are partitioned into environment variables and controller variables, and similarly
for events. Environment events only modify environment state variables. Con-
troller events read environment variables and update controller variables. In this
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paper, we only model controller events; state variables represent the controller
view of the environment. The execution ordering and the refinement strategy
are enforced using proof obligations expressed as theorems, whereas in [9] there
is no proof about these aspects. In [9], the safety properties are introduced in
the last refinement level; here, we introduce them in the first (predicate p1.4)
and second (predicates p2.9..p2.13) refinements. In [9], all trains equipped with
ERTMS are equipped with TIMS, so they broadcast their front and rear; here,
we consider ERTMS trains with or without TIMS, so a ERTMS train may or
may not broadcast its rear. The FORMOSE approach makes it possible to trace
the source and justify the need for each formal component and its contents, in
relation with the SysML/KAOS goal and domain models.

Difficulties The expression of theorems representing proof obligations asso-
ciated to SysML/KAOS refinement operators was difficult because there is no
way in Rodin to designate the guard and the post condition of an event within
predicates. Table 2 summarises the key characteristics related to the formal spec-
ification. It seemed that the provers have a lot of trouble with data ranges such
as p..q and with conditional actions such as rear := ({TRUE 7→ rear�− {tr 7→
rear(tr)+ len}, FALSE 7→ rear})(bool(tr ∈ dom(rear))) defined in the compo-
nent ertms etcs case study to simulate an if-then-else in order to avoid the
definition of a second event.

Table 2. Key characteristics related to the formal specification

Refinement level L0 L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6
Invariants 4 11 13 4 6 5 9
Proof Obligations (PO) 20 40 50 13 5 5 14
Automatically Discharged POs 17 30 30 11 0 0 4
Interactively Discharged POs 3 5 20 2 5 5 10

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper focusses on the use of the FORMOSE approach for the high level
modeling of system requirements, of domain properties and of safety invariants
related to the hybrid ERTMS/ETCS level 3 standard [7,5,12]. Translation rules,
supported by tools [11,19], have then been applied to obtain a formal specifi-
cation containing the system structure and the skeleton of events. The Rodin
tool [3] has been used to verify and validate the formal specification, especially
to prove the safety invariants and the refinement logic, after the completion of
the body of events. The full specification can be found in [19]. A comparison
with a companion paper on the same case study, but specified using only plain
Event-B, has been done.

Work in progress aims at improving the representation of domain predicates
(to make them more user-friendly) and at evaluating the impact of updates on
B System specifications within SysML/KAOS models. We are also working on
integrating the approach within the open-source platform Openflexo [13] which
federates the various contributions of FORMOSE project partners [2].
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